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Iatroduotiazi
The writer bas made oansiderable use, during reoeszt years, of the Hull
(1) - Ammoz~s (2) - âimble (3) theory of reminisoeaioe ;

during this time much

support was found for this theory, but in addition oerta,in fàots orme to
light whioh were difficult to fit into such s framework.

In this paper, the

writer proposes to discuss some of these obstreperous facts, end to report
an experiment undertaken in order to thrw some farther light on these
problems ;

it is hoped that some theoretical o].arifioatian may result from

this undertakisig .

The experi.meait reported, like moat of those undertaken iu

our Department is recent years, makes use of the pursuit rotor ;

this choice

of inatnm~ent iaposes certain limits to the generality of ocnclusioma which
will be discussed later in the paper .
An adequate theory of reminisoenoe is required to ezplain wby, when s
rest pause of ten minutes or so duration is interposed between two periods
of massed prsotioe an the pursuit rotor, the first teen-second post-rest trial
is superior to the last ten-seoo~d pre-rest trial., superiority being measured

* The writer is i~ebted to the Maudsley and Hethlem Royal Hospital Research
Fund for the support of this investigation. He is a]so grateful to
Mr. C.Attwood who kiaà]y allowed him to test apprentices at the Ford worloe
at Dagea~bem .
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The two main contenders in the Field are the

inhibition theory end the consolidation theory .

The former eaplaina the

reniniscenoe effect as being due to the aocunulatian . of some performanoe
deorenent or fatigue product (reactive inhibition or IR is EtrLl. 's terminolo®r)
Which dissipates during rat, thus allwing psrfor~aaoe to proceed imi~gpeaed
after rat.

The latter explains the reaiaiscenoe effect as being due to the

need for rest an the part of the organism in order to consolidate the meaoory
trace ;

elillnation of this consolidation pheae, as through brain injury or

HL`f, renders impossible any learning of the activity practised during the
preceding tine interval .

Independent evidence for the existence of both

~nh~ bition effects (4) and consolidation effects (5) are strong, so that it
cannot bs said that these factors are invoked in aßY ad, hoc fashion .

Ia

recent years, the inhibition theory, particularly in the form given to it by
âimble (3) and Amnons (2), has beam widely accepted, while the consolidation
theory has been relegated to the background, and dismissed as lßaking "nay
great generality" (4) .
seek;

The reason for this aide acceptance is not far to

by oasibi~ conditioned inhibition (gIR) with IR, Kimble and his

fo]1oWers here able to accamt for meter of the findings of research in this
field, be~yorba the single foot of remiris cenoe . *

This "two-factor theory" of

* In using the ~allian formulations, ~rsenck (6) has made one important change
in this theory Which appears to be dictated by the pressure of azperimental
investigations . Hull acoepta the Pb
.ller ~or]c hypothesis", according to
Which inhibition is a function of the sofas]. physical cork done by the
organism; Balodsau (z), Bilodesu and Bilodeau (8), ana ßlli s, rbntgomery ana
Vndervood (9), have adduced oaartrsry evidence .
The Writer prefers a central
rather then a peripheral type of hypothesis, relating inhibition rather to
the amount of continued attention required by the task (ire . a mental vor]c"
hypothesis rather thaw a pi~rsical one) . Sbidenoe for the existence of
resinisoenoe effects is almost purely perceptual tasks (l0) ~ studies of
bilatarel transfer effects (u, 1.2) flrrther serve to disor~it the peripheral.
ippothesis .
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reminisoenoe, it is suggested here, is only psrtia].],y adequate to sooount for
all the Pants, sad requires to be tamed into s "three-factor theory" by the
nArli tion of aansolidatian ss one of the 8etex~inauts of reminisoenoe .
Consider the essential diPferenoe between the two theories .

Inhibition

theory postulates depression of pre-rest performance es the orucial feature
of the reminiscence phenomenon;

in other words, it is a perfox~a~tioe theory .

Consolidation theory postulates consolidation of the memory txeoe as the
oruoial feature of the reminisamae phenomenon ; in other Words, it is e
theory .

This is an important distinction in all modem learning

theories, and the failure in much reamt thinking to preserve the difference
between performance end learning in reminiscence may be responsible for same
of the apparent failure of predictian. Fig. 1 will make the theoretical
distinction clear. Aaootding to inhibition theory, learning has taken place
during phase I, end performance at point B is depressed below that at point C
because of inhibition . According to consolidation theory, learning is a twopbsse process, and the essential consolidation process has not yet taken place
at point B, but occurs during phase II (Rest) ;

it 1s the ooaurrmoe of this

process which elevates C above B.
It will not be necessary here to recapitulate the feats Which favour the
inhibition theory ; they are Well-koawn end olearlyr summarized elsewhere
6) .

It will be more apposite to list a few of the feats which are

irreoanoilesble with inhibition theory, in order to see whether these facts
can find sa explanation in terms of oansolidation theory.

(1) The first

fact in this list derivm from the erxtensive studies recently undertaàm to
test the hypothesis, put fo:vesd by 1CLmble (13), that high drive should
generate higher resiridamoe rhea law drive (ll+, 15, 16) .

Results were in

essential aanformity with prediction, es far as remiaisaenae was concerned,
but they provided additional inforsation not predicted or predictable by the
1Cimble theory. Aaoording to inhibition theory, high- and low-drive groups
should show diPPermt snores at point B, and identical scores at point C;
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in actual fact, the two groups showed identical scores at point B and.
different scores at point C .

In other words, whatever it was that was

differentially affected by drive occurred during phase II, not during phase
and could not, therefore, be as inhibitory proo~s of the classical kind .
The data are eesential.],y in conformity with a consolidation hypothesis,
provided xe era willing to postulate either that the duxstion of the
caa~solidatia~n~rocess is a direct funçtion of drive, or, that the amrnuit of
original l earning in phas e I zLaterçonsolidated during rest, is a direct
function of drive .

This postulate is necessary in order to explain the

detailed relationship between reminiscence, drive level, and length of prerest period (17) "

Suoh a postulate fits more easily into theories of the

Spanee (18) type than those of the H1ill (1) type, but is not otherwise
iaoampatible with our present knowledge .
(2)
Rachman

Our ne~ct fact comes from the field. of 8isinhibition experiments .

(l9)

and Falaman (20) have argued that any strong ~~alien" stimulus

applied shortly before the end of phase I, i .e . just preceding point H, should
have the effect of disinhibiting such IR as had been aooumulated at this time ;
this would improve performance and raise point B, thus lowering remi_++iA o~oe .
The postulated lowering of reminiscence was indeed found, but it seemed to be
due more to a lowering of point C then to a raising of point B .

This~is not

deducible from the inhibition hypothesis, but fits in well with the
consolidation }hypothesis, provided we are willing to accept the following
postulate :

Strong irrelevant s~sory stimulatia~n preb edin~ or coinoidi,~g with

the consolidation peri od interfe res with the oonsolidati~esa .

An

additional experiment of interest here would seem to be one is which the
alien stimulus

is

applied immediately after point B, rather than

inreediate],q preceding it ;

o~n the consolidation hypothesis this should lower

reminiscence, while on the inhibition hypothesis no such effect would be
likel7.

It might be argued of course, on the inhibition l~y~pothesis, that the

alien stimulus interfered with the process of disinhibitinn, thus lowering
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The experiment would not therefore be a oxuoial one, unless the

rest period mere a rather protracted one .

~periment
Three-hundred male applicants for an apptbntioeship training soheme were
~3minia telbd the pursuit rotor under conditiaos of high drive (21) .

The

apprentices were all aged between 15 and 17 years, a~ took the test as part
of a selection battery, not imowing that scores would not in Pant contribute
to their acceptance or rejection .

All Ss practised for fYve minutes, rested

for ten minutes, end practised for another five minutes .

No effort was made

to prescribe what they should do during the rest interval, other then unsure
that they did not play with or practise an the pursuit apparatus ;

it bas been

shown several times that activities even quite closely related to pursuit have
no làoilitating effect on reminisoenoe .
in detail elsewhere (21) .

The apparatus used bas been described

Subjects who failed to. ] .earn the task were

eliminated wad othetß used to replace them, the criterion of "learning" being
a snore of at least one second on target during at least one of the 30 tensecasd periods which constituted the pre-rest practice period .

Practice wes

massed, recording being switched every ten seconds from one of two olooh to
the other, to enable . the score to be read and recorded.

~ first ten-second

poet-rest trial saes preceded by two secamds of rotary pursuit, so that Ss
should not enter the first trial "cold", but would have an equal cbaaoe on
this as an succeeding trials of starting oft "on target" .

Standard

instructions were given to all Sa, and verbal cox~ectian applied if they did
not act according to instructions .

Scores were reoordsd to the nearest .O1" .

The difference betsaen the last pre-rest wad the first post-rest trial wes used
as our measure of reminisoenoe .

Yol . 3, No. 3
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Results
3s were divided into five equal groups according to their scores during
the first ten trials ;

this was done to xu].e out from subsequent analysis the

influence of task ability, which is quite strong in the case of the pursuit
rotor .

(The highest group was om target about nine times as long as the

lowest :)

Each of these groups, which will be deawted A, B, C, D sad $, from

high to law, was in turn subdivided into two equal sub-groups, according to
performance of its members during the terminal ten pre-rest trials ;

those

showing the better performance will be given the subscript "h", for high,
while the others will be given the subscript "1", for low .

We thus have ten

groups in all, divided according to initial and terminal performance.
shows the performance of the A to 8 groups, while Fig .
performance of the "h" and the "1" groups .

3

Fig . 2

shows the combined

(A figure showing the performance

of all ten groups was prepared, but was found too confusing;

alBO it failed

to add any important informatics, and has therefore been omitted in this
account .)
The rationale underlying these divisions may saw be indicated .

According

to the "inhibition" hypothesis, reminiscence is caused by depression of
performance at point B ;

it would seem to follow that when we compare

reminiscence soor~ of groups, equated for initial ability, but differing
with respect to high or low performance at point B, then theme with law scores
at B should have higher reminis cence scores than those with high scores at B .
According to the "oansolidatias" }hypothesis, differences at B should be
irrelevant to the size of reminiscence scores .

We would thus appear to have

a crucial test of the rival hypotheses .

Table 1 sets auf the observed mean

reminiscence scores for the ten groups .

It will be seen that there is no

differbnoe between the "h" axd "1" groups ;

in other words, the position of

point B does not determine the amount of reminiscence observed .

This molt

would appear to support the consolidation theory, sad to disprove the
inhi bition hypothesis .

Aa analysis of variance was performed as these data
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and shoaled this source of variance to be quite insignificant .

TARTF. 1

Reminiscence Scores of Ten ~rperi.mentnl Groups

"h ""

"" l"

Group A

.79

1 .56

1 .18

B

1 .31

1 .03

1 .17

c

1 .36

1 .50

1 .43

D

1 .25

1 .I1

1 .18

B

l . 29

. 98

1 .14

1 .20

1 .24

1 .22

Total :

Total

Differences according to original ability do not sew to give rise to
differences in reminiscence ;
quite sme11 .

variation among scores in the last column is

In the analysis of vari.aaoe this source of variation also fails

to disprove the null hypothesis .

There is an a],most gigtß.fioant intexeotion

(F ~ 2 .380, xhen 2 .41 is required for aignifioanae at the

99~

level) ;

this

effect is produced by the exoeptianaLly loK reminiscence values for groups Ah
and Bl .

I~o attempt x111 here be made to aaoount for what is quite likely a

chance effect .
In the disausslan so far, xe have used as our measure of remißisoenoe
the simple arithnetioal differeaaoe betxeen the last pre-rest trial and the
first post-rest trial .

Aa®ons (2) has argued in favour of correcting for the

~ax~-up decrement", as he oal].s the p~henomer~on whi.oh gives rise to the rapid
post-rest upsxing in performance, by eutrapolating backas=ds the dovrnra,rà
aouxse of post-rat perfozmance iron the top of the ~rarm-up" oa~ards ;
suggestion hss been accepted and follared by äimble (3) ard. others .

The

this

present xriter h~s argued that xe are dealing xith as upswing due to the
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eactinetian of conditioned inS+l bition, and that consequently any correction
would be apuriave (22, 23) ;

nevertheless, it ~lY be of interest to discover

what effect such a correction aoulA have .

The actual correction made is

indi cated is Fig .3 ; the corrected remini.soe~noe values are 1 .52 and 1 .38
respectively for the "h" and "1"groups .

While little preoisioa attaches to

these oorreoticns, it will be seen that they disp]ece the molts in a
direction contrary to the inhibition hypothesis ;

if anything, it is the "h"

group that hes higher corrected reminiscence values .

Similar manipulations

were carried out on all the five sub-groups (A, B, C, D and B), and an
analysis of variance done cn the resulting figures ;
tine results were obtained.

no significant or sugges-

We must ocnolude that correction for ~ar~-up

decrement", even if it were advisable or admissible, does not alter our
canclusicn that reminiscence is not affected by depression or elevation of
pre-rest terminal scores of groups matched an ability .
A further analysis was urderta]cen to test the two hypotheses under
investigation .

We mey assume that both the postulated factors, "inhibition"

and "consolidation", are likely to affect different i*,ei viduala differently .
This postulate of inAi vidual differene~ suggests that if we correlate scores
at points A arsd B, and A anä C, over all our Ss, then r~ should be lowered
by the hypothetical action of "inhibition", while rAC should be lowered by the
hypothetical action of "consolidation" .

A comparison of the relative size of

these two eorrelations should therefore shed some light an our problem.

It

was found that r~ _ .41, while r~ _ .30, a difference which dust fails to be
statisticall ry significant at the 5i6 level, but whose direction favours the
consolidation hypothesis .

It is interesting to note that in this it exactly

reverses the trend farad among correlation coefficients for massed preotioe
on the alphabet printing task by Zeaman and Kauflnan (24) ;

quite rightly

these authors interpret their furling u supporting the "inhibition" theory .
An attempt to explain these divergent findings will be made in the next
section ;

this explanation stresses task differences as being responsible for

Vol. 3, No . 3
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different cantributions of "inhibition" and "consolidation" to the total
reminiscence score.

Discussian
Reminiscence is usuel]y defined in terms of increments in learn
occur during a rat period (25) :

which

this author warns that before reminiscence

"can be considered a fundamental leax~ i~n

phenomenon, explanation of it in

terms of fatigue, motivatian, and artifacts of measuremant must be eliminated':
Osgood (26) an the other hand defines reminiscence as "a temporary
improvement in performance , without practice" .

(p . 509)

"The term

'reminiscence' refers to the objective fact of improved perfornieaice . " (Ibid . ;
our italics) .

The theory here proposed would split this "objective fact of

improved performance" into two parts ;

one related to lea~++ina (consolidation

hypothesis), the other to recovery of depressed performance (inhibition
hypothesis) .

(To these would, of course, have to be added a third factor

(candi.tianed inhibitian), produced ae a result of involuntary rest pauses due
to inor~eesed reactive inhibition, but unlike the latter not dissipating with
rest and therefore setting an upper limit to post-rest performance below that
resulting from the aotian of consolidation .)
A theory such as this must immediately face a problem which has an the
whole not been treated very mush by theorists, namely the relation between
theory and type of test used .

Apart from making a distinction between

learning of skills (as in the pursuit rotor test) aad learning of verbal
associations (as an the memory drum) there has been a tendency to treat all
types of test material as exemplifying the same general laws .

It will be

seen from some simple considerations inmediatelry following from our theory
that this point of view is not acceptable .

Different tasks obviously

involve differ~eat degrees of inhi bitian a~ of consolidation in the
production of the total effect ]mown as "reminiscence", and msy thus differ
profoundly in the effects and correlates of this phenomenon .

We have shown
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that pursuit rotor performance is near the one end of a continuum going from
"pure eonsolidatian" t0 "pure inhibition" ;

there is little evidence in our

data of any effect of "inhibition" an reminiscence .

(It is not implied that

inhibition was not being generated, but merely that it did not influence our
measure of reminiscence .)

Nor the other enà of such s continuum would be

typical vigilance experi.mealts (2'j) ; in thesA performance is nearly perfect
from the beg inning , and such rdniniacence as is found is due almost antirely
to the dissipatian of inhi bitian .

The same is probably true of perceptual

tasks such as rotating spiral after-offsets, where no learning is observed but
osil .y performance decrement due to massed practice (28) .

It is unusual to

refer to vigilance tasks and perceptual experiments in terms of "reminiscence",
but if we follow Osgood. in his definition we can hardly refiase to class these
phenomena with the more orthodox pursuit rotor and inverted alphabet printing
tasks .
It will be seen, them, that what we propose is a three-factor theory of
reminiscence, involving reactive inhibitian, conditianed inhi bitian, and
consolidatian;

it is further proposed that the relative importance of these

three components depends fundamentally an the precise nature of the task used .
It is also likely to depend an other factors, such as the drive state of the
subjects, lack of sleep, stimulant or depressant drugs taken, and perhaps also
the personality type of the subjéct (29) .

Future work may with advantage

study task differanoes as an important variable in the determinatian of
reminiscence effects .

~ 'y
An experiment was carried out to test contxedictory predictions made on
the basis of the "inhibitian" and the "consolidation" theories of reminiscence .
Three-hundred high-drive Ss were tested an the pursuit rotor, two five-miaute
work periods being separated by a ten-minute rest pause .
five groups according to task ability ;

Ss were divided into

each of these groups was again

Vol. 3, No. 3
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subdivided into two according to whether their pre-rest perfo:~mance was or
was aot depressed .

Reminiscence was found to be independent of grouping by

ability and of grouping according to depression of pre-rest perforviance ;
these results were interpreted as supporting the consolidation hypothesis .
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